We reinterpret the generalised Lie derivative of M-theory E 6 generalised geometry as hamiltonian flow on a graded symplectic supermanifold. The hamiltonian acts as the nilpotent derivative of the tensor hierarchy of exceptional field theory. This construction is an M-theory analogue of the Courant algebroid and reveals the L ∞ -algebra underlying the tensor hierarchy.
Introduction
In this paper we first clarify certain intricacies in the gauge structure of the "extended geometries" relevant for U-duality [1] in string/M-theory -meaning both exceptional generalised geometry (EGG) [2] [3] [4] and exceptional field theory (EFT) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] -and then explain the unexpected connection to brane physics.
It is known that the generalised Lie derivative or Dorfman bracket which contains at the same time both infinitesimal diffeomorphisms and n-form gauge transformations of the 10-and 11-dimensional supergravities (theories which are low-energy limits of string/Mtheory) fails to satisfy the Jacobi identity, and neither is it antisymmetric; instead, it only satisfies the much weaker identity (1.7). Algebraically speaking the Dorfman bracket is thus not a Lie algebra bracket. It has been known for a while in the mathematical literature [16, 17] that the algebraic structure of the exceptional Dorfman bracket is instead that of an L ∞ -algebra [18] , and while this paper was being written the L ∞ -algebra was first related to the "tensor hierarchy" of EFT in the physics literature [19] . (For the Courant bracket, relevant for the usual O(d, d) generalised geometry, the L ∞ structure has been known for decades [20] , see also [21, 22] . ) Here, the same L ∞ -algebra structure is obtained as the the L ∞ -algebra canonically associated [23] to a dg-symplectic manifold M, (also known as an L ∞ -algebroid [24] , see Definition 1) encoding the generalised Lie derivative. What this means is that there is a way to rewrite the exceptional generalised Lie derivatives for both type IIB and Mtheory EGGs as derived Poisson brackets (in the sense of Kosmann-Schwarzbach [25] and Voronov [26] ) involving a certain odd hamiltonian function Θ on the symplectic graded manifold M, such that (Θ, (Θ, −)) = ((Θ, Θ), −)/2 = 0; in other words the generalised Lie derivative L A A ′ is reinterpreted as infinitesimal hamiltonian flow. Explicitly,
where sections of the generalised tangent bundle have been identified with functions of some fixed degree on M. This is an M-theory/U-duality analogue of the result of Roytenberg [27, 28] which characterises Courant algebroids [29] [30] [31] as dg-symplectic manifolds of degree 2. We find that for the exceptional Dorfman bracket one instead has dg-symplectic manifolds of degrees 6 or 4, depending on whether we consider an M-theory or type IIB kind of construction respectively. The reason this is interesting is that the only input that goes into these constructions is the content of the exceptional tangent bundle of EGG, i.e. just the content of R 1 from Table  1 ; once that is known, the candidate expression for the Dorfman bracket is fixed (in the absence of twists). After checking the correctness of the Dorfman bracket thereby defined (in Propositions 1 and 2), we obtain from known mathematical results [23, 32, 33] the L ∞ -algebra structure of the Dorfman bracket, for which the "lowest" component consists of generalised vectors, and whose higher components are explicitly shown to correspond to the higher modules R 2 , R 3 . . . forming the "tensor hierarchy" [8, 12, 34, 35] of EFT. The hamiltonian vector field (Θ, −) is simply the well-known EFT nilpotent derivative operator∂ [36] , squaring to zero because (Θ, Θ) = 0 (not an identity, because Θ is odd). As a further application, we classified all possible twists for the Dorfman bracket simply by writing down the most general expression for Θ consistent with (Θ, Θ) = 0. Given the relation between Θ and the EFT derivative∂, this illustrates the hitherto-unexplored possibility of twisting the EFT tensor hierarchy chain complex.
Furthermore we find that the same odd hamiltonians can be connected through the AKSZ construction [37] to the physics of certain branes: they turn out to define a "topological" subsector of the M5-brane [38] and D3-brane [39] lagrangians, specifically the Wess-Zumino (WZ) term that describes the coupling to a supergravity gauge field background. The relation of those AKSZ topological field theories to brane physics is a direct generalisation of the known relation of the "Courant" sigma model (named for the relation to the Courant bracket, but actually written down by Ikeda [40] ) to the string WZ term.
That physical interpretation involves putting the respective AKSZ sigma models on 7-and 5-dimensional manifolds with boundary, which is identified with the brane worldvolume. Careful examination of consistent boundary conditions for the variational problem leads near-inevitably to the introduction of the correct worldvolume gauge fields, including the chiral 2-form on the M5, although it must be said that the M5-brane case is rather more clear-cut than the D3-brane one. Remarkably, one form of the M5-brane WZ term we derive has been found before by Kalkkinnen and Stelle [41] from a careful analysis of large gauge transformations in M-theory. It is in turn also related to the "Hopf-WZ" term of Intriligator [42] , introduced on the worldvolume of a probe M5 in an M5-brane background from anomaly-matching considerations.
Before we begin reviewing material we mention some work which is perhaps not a direct ancestor of this paper but is nevertheless relevant. Tensor hierarchies (different from the EFT one considered here) have been connected to L ∞ -algebras before, by at least two different groups [43, 44] . There have been a number of papers proposing derived bracket structures for DFT [21, 45, 46] , two for EGG [17] [16] and one for EFT [19] ; in the last two one also finds the EGG/EFT L ∞ -algebra structure respectively in the M-theory case (although none exhibit the L ∞ -algebroid or dg-symplectic structure which is the main point of this paper). On topological sigma models in the context of extended geometries we mention the works [46] [47] [48] in which generalisations of the Courant sigma model are used to study non-geometry in string theory (which strongly suggest appropriate generalisations of the theories developed in this paper would be relevant for non-geometry in M-theory), and also [49] wherein WZ terms for various branes (including the M5) are found from L ∞ -algebraic generalisations of the super-Poincaré algebra (in a manner reminiscent of [50] and references therein).
Finally, after this paper first appeared online we were informed that the E 6 construction had been written down before, in unpublished work [51] .
Exceptional generalised geometry and exceptional field theory
Let us recall the setting of extended geometries in the above sense. Ten-dimensional type IIB and the eleven-dimensional supergravity describe the physics of IIB string theory and M-theory respectively in a low-energy limit. In both supergravity theories there are of course metric degrees of freedom but also various kinds of matter degrees of freedom; besides the fermion sector (which we will not deal with in any way here) there is a menagerie of other fields: the NSNS and RR gauge fields in IIB and the 3-form in 11D. In lower-dimensional supergravities one gets even more fields. For those lower-dimensional supergravities arising from compactification of 11D supergravity on a d-torus, these fields organise themselves into representations of the U-duality groups [52] . Extended geometry can be somewhat loosely defined as the programme where all of these matter degrees of freedom as well as the metric are collectively described in terms of a bigger "generalised metric" structure, and the combined infinitesimal diffeomorphisms and q-form gauge transformations are compactly encoded inside a "generalised Lie derivative" (sometimes also known as a "Dorfman bracket"). Merits of the programme include 1. that it provides more powerful formulations of supergravity backgrounds: supersymmetry conditions are most naturally expressed in this context, and have suggested e.g. vast generalisations of Calabi-Yau manifolds [53, 54] ;
2. and that it generally leads to (both T-and U-) duality-invariant descriptions for physics, with obvious applications; for instance, to "T-folds" [55, 56] i.e. locally or globally nongeometric spaces with T-duality transition functions, and to the "exotic branes" that often give rise to them (see e.g. [57] ).
Actually, each of the two applications happens to be associated with the each of the two approaches to extended geometry for U-duality we mentioned previously: EGG and EFT respectively. They each in turn generalise the corresponding notions for T-duality: generalised geometry [53, 58] and double field theory (DFT) [59] ). We will have to consider all of those but will generally focus on the exceptional constructions.
Take for definiteness an 11D supergravity background of the form
We will mostly concern ourselves with the "internal" manifold M with dim M = d. This will be the (compact) space along which T-and U-dualities act. P is the "external" space of dimension n (n + d = 11 for M-theory), spectating the dualities. In the EGG construction for M-theory (i.e. for 11D supergravity) one extends the tangent bundle T M to the "generalised tangent bundle"
whose "generalised vector" sections include a diffeomorphism generator v ∈ Γ(T M ) as well as gauge parameters Lie derivatives. In EGG one discards P and considers M alone, which corresponds to a subsector of the fields in 11D supergravity. Table 1 : U-duality groups and corresponding EFT tensor hierarchy representations. n is the external dimension while d is the internal dimension of M-theory sections (so d − 1 is the internal dimension for IIB sections, and dim R 1 is the dimension of the extended internal spaceM of EFT). * marks the end of the tensor hierarchy.
EFT on the other hand goes further in two ways: first by extending the base, replacing M with a bigger manifoldM (such that TM = E, loosely speaking, implying dimM = dim R 1 ), and then by considering bothM and P at the same time, providing a reformulation of the full 11D supergravity. Consistency of the theory however implies that one must constrain all fields to depend on at most d coordinates ("(strong) section condition"). Once a section is chosen and identified with M one makes contact with the setting of EGG as described above. Sections come in two inequivalent types: if we fix the U-duality group to E d , M-theory sections are d-dimensional and lead to the M-theory EGG construction described in the previous paragraph, while type IIB sections are (d− 1)-dimensional and lead to the IIB EGG construction. A remaining difference between EFT and EGG however is that because EFT takes the external space P into account, there appear a series of fields -q-forms on P taking values in "generalised tensors" on M transforming in the R q representation of E d 1 -which have hitherto not played a role in EGG. Together, these form the "tensor hierarchy" [8, 12] . The relevant representations R q are also listed in the table.
The EFT tensor hierarchy considered here is specifically the one which forms a chain complex under the connection-free EFT nilpotent derivative operator∂ [36] (∂ 2 = 0):
∂ between these modules is covariant under the generalised Lie derivative and is defined without the introduction of a connection, which is analogous to how the exterior derivative d is covariant under the usual Lie derivative. More precisely this is true if the R + weight
It is regrettable we had to introduce so much jargon in so little a section, however one of the aims of this paper is to clarify how a number of these notions fit together and thus it is unavoidable to refer to these ideas. We refer to the original EFT and EGG literature for less terse explanations. Notation and terminology is generally uniform within each. We will use the conventions of [54] for EGG (especially appendix E) and [60] and [61] for EFT and DFT respectively.
An O(d, d) story
It is instructive to summarise the story we will describe in the rest of the paper in the technically simpler context of T-duality, ordinary (as opposed to exceptional) generalised geometry, double field theory, and Courant algebroids. The relation to graded symplectic supermanifolds and L ∞ -algebras is not original (see e.g. the review [28] ) but the link to the tensor hierarchy in double field theory [62] is.
Generalised geometry in the sense of [53, 58] 
where L v is the ordinary Lie derivative or Lie bracket of vector fields (
ι v is the contraction or interior derivative with v. It satisfies a not-quite-Jacobi identity
and thus the space of generalised vectors forms a "Leibniz" or "Loday algebroid" (see e.g. [16] ). This identity is not equivalent to the Jacobi identity because L A1 A 2 is not antisymmetric in 1 ↔ 2; rather, we have
In the right-hand side we encounter the natural
Courant algebroid" as introduced in [30] . It is easy to show using the axioms defining Courant algebroids that one can always obtain a Dorfman bracket satisfting (1.7) from the Courant bracket. The above example is in fact an exact Courant algebroid in the sense that the sequence
is an exact sequence of vector bundles. Exact Courant algebroids are classified by the third de Rham cohomology class of M [31] . They are all of the above form up to isomorphism except for the Courant and Dorfman brackets: an isomorphism singles out a closed 3-form H representing the class in H 3 (M, R) and the generalised Lie derivative turns into the "twisted" generalised Lie derivative
One also says the generalised Lie derivative is twisted by H. The Jacobi-esque identity (1.7) is satisfied by virtue of dH = 0, as are the Courant algebroid axioms. In the double field theory picture [59] one has the same story as far as the purely internal sector is concerned except the role of the T-duality group O(d, d) is front-and-centre. One can rewrite the untwisted generalised Lie derivative in terms of
The anchor map a in this notation is simply a
The identity (1.8) is now
which will be important in the following. In DFT one now proceeds by "forgetting" which manifold M the vector bundle T M ⊕ T ⋆ M arose from, so ∂ M is formally a partial derivative on a doubled spaceM of dimension 2d. Consistency, including the identity (1.7), requires the "section condition" or "strong constraint" One thus views the generalised geometry construction on M described above as this DFT construction onM with a preferred d-dimensional section M . This only makes sense locally -M currently lacks a sensible description outside of local coordinate patches -but for a lot of physical applications that is good enough. While one can reformulate the common or purely NS sector of both 10-dimensional type II supergravities as the O(10, 10) DFT, to make touch with the exceptional field theory construction we will only double d < 10 coordinates as in [62] . The 10-dimensional spacetime is thus written as P × M with external space P and internal space M (of dimension d), or P ×M in the DFT picture. In this case it is easy to handwave where the tensor hierarchy comes from. Writing the 10-dimensional dynamics in a "Kaluza-Kleinesque" split P × M (but without reducing on M ) produces d 1-form gauge fields A i µ on modes arising from the B-field into the 2d 1-forms A µ M on P . As we have not actually reduced on M , ∂ M = 0 and the failure of the Jacobi identity for the Courant bracket implies that the obvious field strength
will fail to be a generalised tensor. As identity (1.13) suggests, this failure is by terms of the form η MN ∂ N (· · · ) and can be cured by introducing a term η MN ∂ N B ij to the field strength.
As it happens, the 2-form B ij (which is indeed related to the 10-dimensional string theory B-field) has a perfectly sensible field strength without the introduction of additional fields.
The O(d, d) representations in the tensor hierarchy are thus R 1 = 2d, R 2 = 1 and the hierarchy reads
where we have read off the form of the "nilpotent" derivative∂, whose EFT counterpart is genuinely nilpotent (we dropped the external space P indices ij).
To complete the analogy with the EFT tensor hierarchy, introduce the product 
It is striking here that while the derivation of the tensor hierarchy in this case was motivated by considerations involving the external space P , the tensor hierarchy itself seems to be independent of the details of P . One could have arrived at the same result by considering how the generalised Lie derivative should act on the
and writing that in terms of a magic formula. Indeed the EFT tensor hierarchy can and has been derived this way (as in e.g. [12] ). Given that, it is no surprise we will find a way to derive the same using only the generalised Lie derivative, but what we will do is fully systematic and yields more information -the L ∞ -algebra structure, and the canonically associated topological field theory, to name just two things.
1.2.1
The dg-symplectic geometry picture, L ∞ , AKSZ and the string
WZ coupling
One can derive all of the above in a near-mechanical manner by first reformulating the generalised Lie derivative as a derived bracket on a certain graded symplectic supermanifold. This construction is identical to the one of [28] . Let x µ be a local coordinate on M , then take the graded supermanifold M with local homogeneous coordinates: 
and is thus identified with a section of T M ⊕ T ⋆ M , i.e. a generalised vector. If we then assign the Poisson brackets 
In terms of the hamiltonian vector field
The identities we previously displayed can now be obtained using the graded Jacobi identity (A.14) of the Poisson bracket as well as its commutativity properties. For instance the symmetrised derivative identity (1.8) is equivalent to
Less trivially and more importantly, the not-quite-Jacobi identity (1.7) defining the Leibniz algebroid structure of the generalised Lie derivative of generalised vectors follows from (A.18) and
(1.24)
The last term acts on A 3 as −L LA 2 A1 A 3 = +L LA 1 A2 A 3 while the first two terms will vanish if X 2 Θ = 0. Given that deg Θ = 3 = 2 + 1 this in turn follows from (A.18):
Since Θ = p µ ψ µ we trivially have (Θ, Θ) = 0.
If B is a function of degree 0 we also recover the anchor map as −X (Θ,A) · B. This can be rewritten in a form analogous to the magic formula (1.17):
( 1.26) and we observe the direct correspondence between the bullet product • and the Poisson bracket and also between∂ and X Θ which will persist in the exceptional case.
We have therefore encoded the Dorfman bracket and anchor in terms of a graded symplectic supermanifold M with a compatible "homological" vector field
A for the notation), i.e. a degree-shifted version of T ⋆ T M with its natural graded symplectic structure ω of degree 2, written in Darboux coordinates as −ω = dx µ dp µ + dψ µ dχ µ .
It is not difficult to see that the most general Θ that is compatible with (Θ, Θ) = 0 is
Since (Θ, Θ) = 0 implies the Courant algebroid axioms we have therefore recovered the most general exact Courant algebroid. In fact, it was shown in [27] that any Courant algebroid structure on a vector bundle V corresponds to a degree 2 dg-symplectic manifold. For any dg-symplectic manifold there exist the following two canonically-associated structures: an L ∞ -algebra, and a topological field theory. In this case both were deduced a long time ago [20, 28, 40] . We will only give a revisionist account that anticipates the exceptional story to follow. A mostly self-contained derivation is given in appendices A and B.
First, the L ∞ -algebra structure: by Proposition 3 it is defined on the graded vector space L formed by all functions of degrees 0 and 1 with the new grading assignments
In the last three we recognise the Courant bracket, the anchor map, and the Jacobiator:
from the k = 2 Jacobi identity (A.38)
One can also prove the various Jacobi identies directly from the Courant algebroid axioms as in [20, 22] . 3 What is interesting here is that the graded vector space underlying the L ∞ -algebra is identical to the tensor hierarchy (functions of degrees 0 and 1 on M). Finally, the associated topological field theory. This is given by the AKSZ construction [64] applied to the dg-symplectic target M of degree p, which can perhaps be seen as a generalisation of the "Chern-Simons quantum mechanics" of [65] . Making the standard choice for the worldvolume supermanifold, namely T [1]Σ, produces a topological p-brane lagrangian in terms of a Batalin-Vilkovisky master action, as we review in appendix B. For closed worldvolumes the master equation is satisfied iff (Θ, Θ) = 0.
Fortunately we will not consider the ghost sector and the prescription for writing down the bosonic lagrangian is easy: promote homogeneous local coordinates z a on M to forms on the p-brane worldvolume of rank equal to deg z a , then write the lagrangian p-form
where ϑ a are the components of the canonical symplectic potential 1-form for ω on M (A.23). Naturally, starting from the dg-symplectic manifold defining a Courant structure yields the Courant sigma model [40] (a 2-brane since p = 2). In the exact case the lagrangian is
Here (x µ , ψ µ , χ µ , p µ ) are ordinary 0-, 1-, 1-, and 2-forms respectively on the 2-brane worldvolume Σ. Eliminating p µ , ψ µ by their equations of motion produces the ordinary electric string WZ coupling to a B-field with 3-form field strength H, up to a total derivative:
2 The dg-symplectic geometry of the exceptional tangent bundle
Consider the problem of expressing the generalised Lie derivative L A A ′ of the exceptional tangent bundle in the derived Poisson bracket form
where the Poisson bracket (−, −) and hamiltonian Θ together determine a dg-symplectic structure (see Definition 1) on the graded supermanifold M, all of which are to be determined. Assume that the degree of the symplectic form ω on M is p, so the Poisson bracket is of degree −p and Θ is degree p + 1, and that the degrees of the functions A and A ′ representing the corresponding generalised vectors are both q.
Unlike the Courant algebroid case we have little to work with in terms of identities that the generalised Lie derivative known to satisfy, except identity (1.7): generalised vectors form a Leibniz algebroid even in the exceptional case. In fact (1.7) always holds in this setup if -besides (Θ, Θ) = 0 -we assume that ((Θ, A), A ′ ) is of degree q when both A and A ′ are. This requirement fixes q = p − 1 and the calculation (1.23), (1.24) goes through unchanged. Therefore we only need to somehow accommodate the exceptional tangent bundle inside the space of functions of degree p − 1, and find a suitable hamiltonian Θ. This must be done on a case-by-case basis.
M-theory
Consider the M-theory construction first. The untwisted M-theory exceptional tangent bundle is [2, 3] 
where the internal space M is d-dimensional. 
Clearly the p = 6 graded symplectic manifold T we add an extra coordinate ζ of degree 3. We end up with
with coordinates
and symplectic structure ω = dp µ dx µ − dχ µ dψ µ − dζdζ/2 yielding the Poisson brackets
The functions A at degree 6 − 1 = 5 are expressed as
so we only need to find a suitable hamiltonian Θ of degree 6 + 1 = 7 to complete the construction. The only choice not involving arbitrary functions on M (motivated by the analogous situation in the
3) can be written as the following derived Poisson bracket (for Θ = p µ ψ µ ):
(2.10)
Proof. Straightforward calculation. One first finds
There is a plus sign on the last term from moving a single ψ past ζ. Whence e.g.
Thus this is the -or possibly a -correct dg-symplectic manifold structure for the M-theory E d generalised Lie derivative, for 2 ≤ d ≤ 6 and in the absence of twists (which we treat later). The extra odd coordinate ζ of degree 3 which was invoked to accommodate the 2-form is quite strange at the moment but its significance will be clarified when we discuss the corresponding topological field theory: it will produce the self-dual 2-form on the M5-brane worldvolume.
Type IIB
The untwisted type-IIB exceptional tangent bundle is
where S is an SL(2)-doublet bundle (with invariant antisymmetric tensor ε αβ ) over the 
with local homogeneous coordinates
and symplectic structure ω = dp µ dx
Note that since p = 4 is even and the "extra variables" ζ α are bosonic, they Poisson anticommute in this case so the above formula makes sense. Sections A of E are identified with functions of degree p − 1 = 3:
It is then easy to verify 
Again, the role of the extra variables ζ α is clarified in the context of the corresponding AKSZ topological field theory, where they reproduce gauge fields on the D3-brane worldvolume, as we see in section 4.
Twists, automorphisms, and Bianchi identities/field equations
Like in the O(d, d) case we can recover the known twists of the generalised Lie derivative by considering the most general hamiltonian Θ consistent with (Θ, Θ) = 0. The one restriction we will impose is that the anchor map E → T M defined implicitly by the following derived bracket
is onto (NB this expression has the correct degree (p + 1) + (p − 1) − 2p = 0). This is analogous to considering exact Courant algebroids in the O(d, d) case.
In the M-theory case degree-counting implies the most general Θ (here of degree 6+1 = 7) takes the form
We have used a compact notation where e.g.
Now to determine the constraints on Θ due to (Θ, Θ) = 0. Note that by the above assumption a µ ν is invertible. One can therefore use a symplectomorphism to set a µ ν = δ µ ν : 25) so the symplectic form is invariant if we also shift, schematically, p µ = p
contributions. However, (Θ, Θ) = 0 for (2.23) for a µ ν = δ µ ν implies b µ νρ (x) = 0.
Therefore we arrive at
An easy calculation then gives,
These conditions characterise the known consistent twists of the M-theory generalised Lie derivative [2] (see e.g. appendix E.1 of [54] ). Upon identifying F 7 with the Hodge dual of the M-theory 4-form field strength F 4 , the same conditions can also be interpreted as the Bianchi identity and equation of motion of the 11D supergravity 3-form C (with dC = F 4 away from sources).
For the type IIB construction we similarly see that the most general hamiltonian Θ (now of degree p + 1 = 5) that could possibly be consistent with (Θ, Θ) = 0 is
where (F and dilaton φ, so F A = 0 is seen as a Bianchi identity; we also need to relate the 3-form doublet F α to the RR 3-form G 3 and the NS 3-form H. We choose
for which the first two equations of (2.30) are satisfied due to the IIB Bianchi identities
For F α this identification is ambiguous up to a constant matrix
Then the last equation of (2.30) reads
which is the IIB RR 5-form Bianchi identity if we set
The upshot is that in both M-theory and type IIB constructions, (Θ, Θ) = 0 is equivalent to Bianchi identities/field equations for the fields specifying the twists.
These should probably be seen as Bianchi identities possibly involving dual potentials, however.
Checking that the twists as we described above enter the generalised Lie derivative correctly is a trivial exercise in calculating −((Θ, A), A ′ ) for Θ as above and matching against the expressions given in e.g. [54] . It is better to derive them from automorphisms of the graded Poisson structure on M. Insofar as we regard the twists as characterising (part of) a supergravity background, automorphisms should be seen as gauge transformations relating equivalent backgrounds (i.e. twists) (Note: this is not the same notion as that of automorphisms of the generalised Lie derivative; those must also preserve Θ.) As pointed out in appendix A.1.1, an infinitesimal automorphism X is always inner; there exists a function R of degree p so X = X R = (R, −) (X must be of degree zero). Therefore
• In the M-theory case infinitesimal automorphisms are generated by R ∈ C ∞ 6 (M):
The last three terms generate a subgroup of the local
formula (E.6) of [54] for l, α,α = 0) of GL(d) transformations along with shifts by 3-forms a and 6-formsã. Indeed, on a generalised vector A ∈ C ∞ 5 (M)
Furthermore for Θ = p µ ψ µ and u, r = 0 we calculate
Hence automorphisms of the generalised Lie derivative (X R · Θ = 0) consist of shifts by closed 3-and 6-forms besides the action of GL(d); R such that X R · Θ = 0 on the other hand introduces 4-and 7-form twists −F 7 = dã + ada/2, −F 4 = da. Given X R acts on sections of E by infinitesimal E d × R + transformations this proves that F 4 , F 7 enter the generalised Lie derivative correctly.
Quotienting F 4 , F 7 by "trivial" twists exp(X R ) (for R with u, r = 0 with globallydefined 3-form a and 6-formã) leads to the "non-abelian de Rham cohomology" characterising equivalent exceptional Leibniz algebroid structures as was previously found in [16] , and should be thought of as the analogous result to the classification of exact Courant algebroids by H 3 (M ) [31] .
• Similarly for type IIB R must be degree 4, giving
The last four terms again generate a subgroup of 3 L ∞ and the tensor hierarchy As we review in appendix A.2, for any dg-symplectic manifold M there is a canonical L ∞ -algebra L: the Poisson algebra C ∞ (M) is a graded Lie algebra (after a grading change) and for any graded Lie algebra the results of [32, 33] show there is an associated L ∞ algebra. As a graded vector space
which terminates at C ∞ 0 (M) if M has no coordinates of negative degree, as is the case in this paper. The grading is changed so C ∞ p−n (M) is degree n in L; we will accordingly write
That is the construction we use to associate L ∞ -algebras to the exceptional generalised Lie derivative in both M-theory and type IIB constructions in this paper. In the M-theory case an L ∞ -algebra structure (but not the L ∞ -algebroid) was first found in [16] , and the EFT generalisation thereof in [19] . The type IIB construction seems original.
What is interesting from a physics standpoint is that for both E d constructions considered in this paper and for 2 ≤ d ≤ 6,
where R n on the right-hand side are the modules of table 1 characterising the EFT tensor hierarchy! The identification is valid up to a certain R n (depending on d and the construction considered). When the representations do match the identification is precise: the fields on the left-hand side have the correct weight (1.5) under the generalised Lie derivative.
Notwithstanding the weight issues which we deal with shortly, the best way to confirm that the modules L 1 , L 2 , . . . transform as the corresponding modules R 1 , R 2 , . . . in the tensor hierarchy whenever they agree is to mimic the derivation of the tensor hierarchy in [12] . First write A ∈ L 1 , B ∈ L 2 , . . . as for R 1 , R 2 , . . . that paper. To check that X −(Θ,A) generates the Dorfman derivative with respect to A in L 2 (for Θ = p µ ψ µ ; we assume no twists, to match the EFT literature), notice that (
Then since X −(Θ,A) is of degree zero,
By comparing with the argument of [12] from (2.32) to (2.35) we see the claim follows if we can identify the Poisson bracket (A 1 , A 2 ) with the bullet product • as defined in that reference (i.e. the well-known symmetric map R 1 ⊗ R 1 → R 2 ), given that the generalised Lie derivative of generalised vectors in R 1 is correctly reproduced by X −(Θ,A) . This must be done separately for the M-theory and type IIB constructions. More generally, if all the relevant Poisson brackets match the corresponding bullet products, X −(Θ,A) will correctly generate the generalised Lie derivative on the corresponding module L n . Given that, if we use identity (A.18) (expressing the homomorphism between the Lie derivative of graded vector fields and Poisson bracket) to find
we arrive at the magic formula for the generalised Lie derivative [35] : X A acts by bullet product on all modules L n as previously established, thus (3.4) is only consistent with the magic formula
if we identify X Θ ∼∂. This identification makes sense because X Θ is a map L n → L n−1 (X Θ is degree 1 as a derivation of C ∞ (M) and we identified L n ∼ = C ∞ p−n (M)).
A weighty topic
Figuring out the weights requires matching conventions between EGG and EFT. First let V M be an EFT generalised vector of weight λ V . Under the EFT gen. Lie derivative with parameter A N we have (ω as in (1.5), Y is as in [8] )
Fix a solution of the section condition ( 
so we can unambiguously say v µ is a genuine vector field on the section -as opposed to a vector density -whenever λ V + ω = 0. In EGG on the other hand for an E d × R + generalised vector (in the notation of e.g. [54] )
which is explicitly written in terms of tensors on the section M as in Propositions (1), (2) here. From the expressions therein we see that the transformation (3.8) includes no term ∂ i λ i , hence that the vector component of V in (3.8) is also a genuine tensor.
The conclusion is that an EGG generalised vector V M as is usually written corresponds to an EFT generalised vector of weight λ V = −ω, which transforms the same as a function V ∈ C of weight −nω (under the generalised Lie derivative) will also transform as a genuine tensor and not as a tensor density. Since the fields in the tensor hierarchy for all R n (n > 1) take that form [34] and carry that weight this suggests that fields in the tensor hierarchy are genuine tensors as far as ordinary diffeomorphisms of the section M are concerned. At the same time, if T ∈ C ∞ n (M) , (0 ≤ n ≤ (p − 1)) and the generalised Lie derivative L A T is defined via derived Poisson bracket as before,
for A = λ µ (x)χ µ we will always get the ordinary Lie derivative with respect to λ µ with no density terms. This strongly suggests that each level of the L ∞ algebra constructed above transforms under generalised Lie derivative exactly like the corresponding module in the tensor hierarchy. A caveat in that conclusion is that one could dualise (some of) the tensors inside T using the invariant antisymmetric symbols ε µ1µ2...µ dim M , ε µ1µ2...µ dim M , thereby yielding tensor densities. In fact, compared to the presentation in C ∞ n (M), some of the tensors (on M ) inside a generalised tensor T in the EFT tensor hierarchy are almost always dualised that way. This seems to preclude a systematic comparison dealing with all cases at once and for this reason we will only consider only the cases E 2 ∼ = SL(2) × R + , E 5 ∼ = Spin(5, 5) , E 6 .
M-theory hierarchy
In the M-theory case
In other words the associated L 6 algebra spans the tensor hierarchy for the corresponding 
We now explicitly show the relation to the tensor hierarchy for E 6 , E 5 ∼ = Spin(5, 5) and E 2 ∼ = SL(2) × R + , including the correct transformation under the generalised Lie derivative. For E 6 this is in fact trivial because the only module L n that matches the corresponding R n is L 1 for which the claim is true by Proposition 1. For Spin(5, 5) we also need to check L 2 . R 2 is the vector rep of Spin(5, 5) branching as 10 → 5 ⊕5 under the SL(5) subgroup (see e.g. [35] ), matching
We also need to check that the Poisson bracket reproduces the bullet product. Write (2.9) for A ∈ L 1 then calculate
This indeed matches • :
In the case of E 2 ∼ = SL(2) × R + which has the longest tensor hierarchy,
so the spaces L n simplify considerably. To match the SL(2) × R + EFT [15] we need to dualise using the SL(2) invariant tensor densities ε µν and ε µν on M . We display the result in the notation of SL(2) × R + appendix A (with the replacement α → µ):
As previously announced the correspondence breaks at R 8−d = R 6 : R 6 is reducible and we only get the SL(2) singlet. One verifies by inspection that all Poisson brackets involving only objects in L 5 or below match the bullet products ((A.3) of [15] ) involving R 5 and below or otherwise of the form (A, any), proving that X −(Θ,A) generates the generalised Lie derivative (up to constant relative coefficients which we dropped above). As a check, consider∂ as defined in (A.4) of [15] and given here in an M-theory section: 
Type IIB hierarchy
In the type IIB case
In other words the associated L 4 algebra spans the tensor hierarchy for the corresponding E d EFT excepting the last two reps R 6−d and R 7−d ∼ =R1; L 6−d and L 7−d are smaller than required (cf. table 1). The boxed statement follows by comparing with the EFT literature after tabulating the GL(d) representation content of the functions at each degree:
Like in the M-theory case, the claim follows for d = 4 ⇐⇒ E 5 ∼ = Spin(5, 5), by Proposition 2. We also detail the correspondence in the case d = 1 ⇐⇒ E 2 ∼ = SL(2) × R + [15] (where now x s is the single local coordinate on M , and α, β are SL(2) indices of the bundle S):
The nilpotent derivative∂ on a type IIB section is
which clearly agrees with the action of X Θ = (p s ψ s , −) = −ψ s ∂ s (again, the match to the EFT literature is in the absence of twists).
The topological field theories and M5/D3 Wess-Zumino terms
To any dg-symplectic manifold M the construction [64] of Alexandrov, Schwarz, Zaboronsky and Kontsevich (AKSZ) (which we review in appendix B) associates a topological field theory given in terms of a (classical) Batalin-Vilkovisky master action (B.14). If the symplectic form ω is of degree p, then the usual construction produces a topological p-brane lagrangian propagating in M. Schematically, the lagrangian (p + 1)-form is
where ϑ is the canonical symplectic potential (A.23) for ω = −dϑ.
Since our M-theory and type IIB constructions involve ω of degrees 6 and 4 respectively, we get topological 6-and 4-branes. These depend on twists through Θ as in (2.26) and (2.28) respectively, whence the functionals
In the M-theory action x µ , ψ µ , ζ, χ µ , p µ are respectively 0-, 1-, 3-, 5-, and 6-forms on Σ 7 , etc. for the type IIB action. (We have dropped the (anti)ghosts.) The equations of motion are equivalent to
We assume Σ 7 , Σ 5 have boundaries W 6 , W 4 respectively. We relate these functionals to the Wess-Zumino terms describing the coupling of probe M5-and D3-branes (of worldvolumes W 6 , W 4 ) to the form fields of 11D and IIB supergravity (as described by the twists in section 2.3) by imposing consistent boundary conditions for the variational problem, in the sense that solutions of the equations of motion are actual stationary points of S M , S IIB . The necessary and sufficient condition is that the respective boundary terms
vanish on-shell. In both cases the ψ µ and p µ equations of motion are p µ = dχ µ +(twist contribs.) , ψ µ = −dx µ , so we can only impose a boundary condition on χ µ , ζ, ζ α . (We do not impose a boundary condition on x µ because that is unnatural from the point of view of a theory on W p .) Of those, χ µ is a lagrange multiplier for dψ µ = 0 which only enters the equations of motion as just shown; any value of χ µ is consistent with the equations of motion.
M5
First use the p µ , ψ µ equations of motion to rewrite the boundary term
from which we see that χ µ is completely irrelevant for consistency of the variational principle in the presence of a boundary so we simply set it to zero. Then using the identities ι δx F 7 = ι δx dC 6 −ι δx (C 3 F 4 )/2 (for locally-defined potentials dC 3 = F 4 , dC 6 = F 7 +C 3 F 4 /2), ι δx dC 6 = δC 6 −dι δx C 6 and ι δx (C 3 F 4 ) = C 3 δC 3 −2C 3 ι δx F 4 +d(C 3 ι δx C 3 ) we find the boundary integrand
Now consider the ζ equation of motion
where we now displayed explicitly the pullback by the embedding ι of the brane on spacetime described by the x µ . (As an aside we point out that this equation together with dF 4 = 0 on M states that (F 4 , ζ) represent a cohomology class on M relative to the brane worldvolume Σ 7 . A fortiori this is also a class relative to W 6 , in agreement with a proposal by Kalkkinen and Stelle [41] ). The general solution to this on W 6 is ζ = C 3 + h for h a closed 3-form and we eventually find the boundary integrand
Upon discarding the total derivative 6 we conclude we need to impose a boundary condition on h that makes the last term vanish. Equivalently, the necessary and sufficient condition for consistency of the variational principle (after we subtract off the total variations) is that h lie in some isotropic subspace inside the space of 3-forms on W 6 with the natural symplectic form Ω (∀α, β ∈ Λ 3 T ⋆ W 6 , Ω(α, β) := W6 αβ). In the absence of any other input we might as well let h lie in a maximal isotropic i.e. lagrangian subspace. There is no natural choice without assuming additional structure, so we invoke a Lorentzian metric on W 6 and impose a self-duality condition
Putting everything together,
Comparing with the M5-brane Wess-Zumino term [69, 70] , we can express this as
What is striking here is how we obtained the field strength of the chiral 2-form on the M5 worldvolume with essentially no input. (In fact the qualifier "essentially" is possibly superfluous: since the necessary and sufficient condition is that h lie in an isotropic subspace, take a lagrangian subspace containing it and try to find a Lorentzian metric such that the lagrangian consists of self-dual forms for that metric.) It is therefore tempting to think of S M as the correct form of the M5-brane Wess-Zumino coupling not only when the potentials exist so the above manipulations make sense but also in topologically nontrivial situations. A near-identical proposal in this context has in fact been already made by Kalkkinen and Stelle [41] : assume Σ 7 is now closed and is the boundary of a V 8 . Then, using (2.27) and the p µ , ψ µ , ζ equations, S M reads
This is the fivebrane Wess-Zumino term in (31) of [41] for vanishing gravitational correction terms. (Our ζ is their h: by (4.9) and (2.27), (F 4 , ζ) represents a relative cohomology class.) We refer to that paper for the relation to the "Hopf-Wess-Zumino" term of Intriligator [42] .
D3
Take the boundary term (4.6) and use the p µ , ψ µ equations of motion to cast it into the
We are again free to set χ µ = 0 consistently with the variational problem. We introduce (C 4 , C α 2 , h α ), such that equations (2.30) and the ζ α field equation
are satisfied on M and W 4 respectively
These are the most general (local) solutions to those equations (recall that (d + A) 2 = 0 because A is a flat connection). We proceed like in the M5 case and again use the identity δC = ι δx dC + dι δx C (valid for any C on Σ 5 that is the pullback of a form C on the target M ) to massage the boundary integrand into
The analysis now bifurcates from the M5 case. We now assume that A αβ is associated to an SL(2)/U (1) coset which we parameterise as in (2.31) (without loss of generality). Then a short calculation shows that the general solution of (4.18) for h α is
In terms of the new variables h, h ′ there are a number of cancellations in the last two terms in (4.19):
Before we discuss boundary conditions on the pair (h, h ′ ) we reexpress the potentials where dB = H, dC
In terms of these quantities and after dropping the total derivatives, the boundary integrand is
Clearly one can regroup this term to again exhibit SL(2) invariance. Interestingly this expression is rather different than previous proposals for SL(2)-covariant WZ terms for IIB D-branes [71, 72] . Imposing a consistent boundary condition clearly involves breaking SL (2) . With the choice h ′ = 0,
Comparison with the D3-brane WZ term [73] (see e.g. [57] appendix D) shows that on-shell we have S IIB = −S D3, WZ if we identify h = 2dV (for V the usual D-brane gauge field) except for the axion coupling C 0 (B + h/2) 2 , which is missing. This is mathematically consistent as C 0 (B + h/2) 2 is gauge-invariant by itself (under gauge transformations of B, which are compensated by h). Since the only input that went into the construction of the topological field theory is the form of the generalised Lie derivative in the IIB construction of the exceptional tangent bundle, and given that the physical content of the generalised Lie derivative is the gauge transformations of type IIB supergravity, it is perhaps unsurprising that we fail to obtain the RR 0-form coupling because its presence cannot be deduced by considerations involving gauge-invariance alone. What is more disturbing is that there is clearly a coupling to the RR 0-form in S IIB (4.3) through the A αβ ζ α ζ β coupling; however, this cancels on-shell (use the ζ α equation of motion (4.16) in S IIB directly).
Discussion
Let us take stock of what we did. By rewriting the generalised Lie derivative of exceptional generalised geometry in terms of a graded Poisson bracket, we obtained, with essentially no work, an understanding of the intricate L ∞ -algebra structure governing generalised diffeomorphisms, and also the canonically associated topological field theories which turn out to be closely related to the Wess-Zumino terms defining the couplings of known nontopological branes -specifically the M5 and D3 -to supergravity background fields. We emphasise again that the dg-manifold (i.e. L ∞ -algebroid) structure is trivial to guess, at least for the M-theory, E 6 and IIB, E 5 cases: given that the "Leibniz algebroid" identity (1.7) holds, for a symplectic form of degree p it must be the case that generalised vectors lie in degree p − 1. It is then a matter of arithmetic to arrange for the inclusion of the correct exceptional generalised tangent bundles in the cases we considered. Given that the corresponding dg-manifold structure for the Courant algebroid (i.e. string theory/Tduality) has been known for decades [27] , the constructions in this paper settle a rather obvious open problem, identified as such in [74] .
We should mention that we have only seriously considered local features of the construction. It remains to be checked that the dg-symplectic manifold correctly reproduces the features of the twisted exceptional generalised tangent bundle as in [2, 3] but that seems likely because twists act as symplectomorphisms (see section 2.3). Along the way one expects a nice description of the gerbe structure underlying the eleven-dimensional supergravity 3-form field to fall out. In [75] letter 7Ševera suggests (some) gerbes should be thought as principal R[n]-bundles. In fact such bundles enter crucially in the constructions of this paper and the "strange variables" ζ, ζ α are coordinates along their fibres.
Consider now extending to E 7 (for M-theory) or E 6 (for IIB). The untwisted E 7 generalised tangent bundle is
The difference from the E 6 case is in the last summand. The mixed-symmetry term
the highest-form object in the space of functions at any fixed degree r will be an r-form C µ1...µr (x)ψ µ1 . . . ψ µr .
Introducing a second coordinate ξ µ at degree 1 is problematic: one gets the mixed sym-
which is much bigger than the exceptional tangent bundle. Similar issues occur for IIB because of the SL(2)-doublet of 5-forms in the E 6 tangent bundle. One can view this apparent obstruction in two ways. The optimistic point of view is that given the relation of the constructions we were able to write down to M5 and D3 branes, it must be the case that the topological field theories canonically-associated to the larger duality groups must be hitherto-unknown, exotic topological field theories of significant physical interest. The pessimistic point of view which is in particular relevant for the M-theory construction is that given that the E 7 construction will likely have a symplectic form of higher degree than 6, the corresponding topological field theory will be defined in 8 dimensions or higher, and there is no known physically-relevant brane, or at least no known brane that plays the same role as the M2-and M5-branes in M-theory. A possible candidate is the M9-brane [76, 77] i.e. the boundary of eleven-dimensional spacetime. A small hint that this makes sense is the fact that M5-branes can end on M9-branes [78] . This and other possibilities for branes are considered in [79, 80] . For type IIB the higher-dimensional D-branes are candidates but these tend to come in nontrivial SL(2)-multiplets [71] and it is not easy to see how the formalism in this paper can produce anything that is not an SL(2)-singlet.
One might wonder if the M2 brane fits into a dg-symplectic picture, given the distinguished role the M2, D3 and M5 branes play in string/M-theory. It (or rather its WZ coupling) should arise from a topological 3-brane. The M2 brane WZ coupling only involves an integral of the eleven-dimensional supergravity 3-form C over the worldvolume, so clearly this case corresponds to the dg-symplectic manifold
. This is analysed in [81, 82] and more recently in [83] where the connection to exceptional generalised geometry is pointed out. A function at degree p − 1 = 2 corresponds to a section of T M ⊕ Λ 2 T ⋆ M i.e. a section of the untwisted E d exceptional generalised tangent bundle for 2 ≤ d ≤ 4. We did not analyse this case in detail on account of how similar it is to the string case. Along with the known physically-relevant p = 1, 2 cases we have therefore found interesting physics in dg-symplectic manifolds of all degrees up to 6 excluding degree 5.
On the relation to brane physics: the M-theory construction is related to the M5-brane as unambiguously as one might possibly hope for, given that the field theory one obtains from the corresponding dg-symplectic manifold is in seven rather than six dimensions; the chiral gauge field on the M5-brane worldvolume emerges quite naturally from the seven-dimensional Chern-Simons term, and the seven-dimensional lagrangian we obtained directly is identical to one proposed by Kalkinnen and Stelle [41] based on careful examination of Dirac quantisation conditions for M-theory fluxes (and in turn closely related to the "Hopf-WZ" term of Intriligator [42] ). One might wonder whether the full M5-brane lagrangian can be obtained from the topological field theory, like how the usual string sigma model can be obtained from the Courant sigma model on two-dimensional boundaries [84] . On the face of it one can fix a boundary condition for χ µ so that the 6-form χ µ dx µ equals the missing M5-brane Dirac-Born-Infeld term at least for certain metrics.
This is somewhat strange though on account of the fact that the DBI term here is not necessarily to the worldvolume metric for which the chiral worldvolume field is (anti)selfdual, although it is conceivable that the master equation in the presence of a worldvolume boundary places further restrictions than the ones we found. A related issue is that the chiral field we obtained is always linearly self-dual whereas the chiral field on the M5-brane worldvolume is non-linearly self-dual for generic target backgrounds, but that does not seem like a fatal inconsistency because there exists a field redefinition in terms of a linearly self-dual field [85] . For the relation to the D3-brane the situation is similar as far as obtaining the D3-brane DBI term is concerned. One difference compared to the M5-brane case is that the D3-brane WZ term we obtained omits the axion coupling C 0 (B + dV ) 2 . While this is certainly mathematically consistent (this coupling is gauge invariant independently of the rest of the Wess-Zumino term), it is rather surprising this is "missed" by the current approach, given that the presence of the axion coupling can be deduced by T-duality from type IIA [86] : since the point of the exceptional tangent bundle is that there is a linear action of a U-duality group (as detailed in Table 1 ) -and so in particular of the T-duality subgroup -it is rather bizarre the theory does not "know" of that term. A possible resolution of that conundrum is that the constructions we have written down, while motivated by U-duality-covariance, do not seem to possess it manifestly. The same is true of EGG by virtue of the fact that one works with M as opposed to the extended spacetimeM of EFT, however in the dg-symplectic manifold context one cannot even do such things as e.g. write generalised tensors in arbitrary representations of the duality group as functions on M (but do recall we get the representations R n in the tensor hierarchy up toR 1 ). This is also true to some extent in the dg-symplectic manifold construction for ordinary (O(d, d) A point related to the lack of manifest E d -covariance is the precise relation to the L ∞ -algebra of EFT as formulated in the very recent work [19] by Cederwall and Palmkvist. The obvious differences are firstly that the L ∞ -algebra in that reference is much bigger (both in terms of length and of the size of the L ℓ modules), and secondly that all modules therein are E d -multiplets. These differences arise from the "ancillary ghosts" necessary for E d -covariance: the non-ancillary line q = 0 in [19] Table 1 matches up precisely with our result, up toR 1 (for our M-theory construction) andR 2 (for our type IIB construction), beyond which our modules no longer form E d multiplets. The expectation is that the L ∞ -algebra of [19] matches up precisely with the one in this paper once a choice of Mtheory or type IIB section is made. It is furthermore interesting to speculate to what extent our algebra of functions C ∞ (M) is related to the Borcherds superalgebra of [19] from which their L ∞ -algebra was derived. One commonality is that both the Poisson bracket here and the Lie algebra bracket in the Borcherds superalgebra coincide with the tensor hierarchy bullet product • for those levels in the L ∞ -algebras which agree with each other (modulo "ancillary"). However the Poisson bracket generically fails to be ultralocal whenever functions at C ∞ n≥p (M) are involved (because these can involve p µ ).
So far we mostly discussed generalisations to larger duality groups. An entirely orthogonal class of generalisations is motivated thusly: given that the constructions in this paper are directly analogous to exact Courant algebroids (in their formulation as degree 2 dg-symplectic manifolds of the form
, how do non-exact Courant algebroids generalise? An arbitrary Courant algebroid is simply a degree 2 dg-symplectic manifold [27] , so one could simply consider arbitrary dg-symplectic manifolds of degrees 6 and 4 (generalising the M-theory and type IIB constructions respectively). We suspect that these generalisations are too wide and that extra conditions might be needed. For that reason consider the following very conservative generalisation of the M-theory construction
The ζ i bilinears define a Spin(n) subalgebra under the Poisson bracket. The hamiltonian
. From the calculations of section 4 it would appear we obtain a topological 6-brane theory that produces a multiplet of chiral forms h i (arising from ζ i ) in the n of Spin(n) on 5-brane boundaries. It is probably too much to hope that this theory is directly related to the elusive nonabelian (2, 0) theory in six dimensions for gauge group Spin(n), but it could plausibly be an example of a theory for a nonabelian tensor multiplet, and even those are in short supply.
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A Geometry on symplectic, graded supermanifolds
Let M be a graded supermanifold (see e.g. [87] section 5): a supermanifold with globallydefined degree-counting vector field ǫ (also called the "Euler" vector field due to Euler's homogeneous function theorem) and transition functions preserving the degree. One can therefore always find homogeneous coordinates z a : coordinates of definite degree deg z a , which we will also denote as a. We assume the degree is correlated with super-manifold parity, i.e.
This assumption reflects the fact we only consider bosonic theories in the physics sense (none of the fields at ghost number zero are parity-odd).
The space of functions on a graded supermanifold M splits into a sum of subspaces C ∞ n (M) spanning all functions of degree n.
The graded supermanifolds we will explicitly consider are built using the degree-shifting construction from (graded) vector bundles. For instance, if V is an ordinary vector bundle over an ordinary manifold M , V [n] is the graded supermanifold given by shifting the degree of the fibre by n. Local homogeneous coordinates for V [n] are therefore written (x µ , v I ) where x µ is a coordinate on M (of degree zero) and v I is a coordinate on the fibre of degree n. In particular this implies 
Unadorned derivatives ∂ a are left derivatives, while ∂ R a are right derivatives:
and vector fields X = X a ∂ a of definite degree X act on functions f, g ∈ C ∞ (M) as
One calculates that the graded commutator of vector fields is another vector field: [X, Y ] acts on functions as a derivation of degree X + Y if we set
The space of vector fields is embedded inside a graded associative algebra under composition ((XY ) · f := X · (Y · f )) and a short calculation gives the graded Jacobi identity for any three vector fields X α , X β , X γ of degrees α, β, γ
We define differential forms as functions on T We define the interior product or contraction ι X as the degree X − 1 vector field on
(this disagrees with e.g. [28, 88] ) and the Lie derivative by the magic formula
(where the commutator is the graded commutator). We calculate L X f = X · f for any function f ∈ C ∞ (M), so L X is the correct extension of the Lie derivative to any form
The identity (A.7) can then be used to prove the graded generalisations of all the usual identities since L X , d, ι X are all vector fields on
on all forms is proven by noting a) it is true by definition (A.5) on functions and b) it is true on all 1-forms df since [L X , L Y ] moves past d. We will use the more obscure
later (trivially proved on 1-forms df ). In any system of homogeneous coordinates z a we have the following expression for the Euler vector field ǫ:
The degree of a function, vector field or differential form on M is simply the eigenvalue of the Lie derivative L ǫ . ǫ itself has zero degree. (Differential forms on M also have another degree associated to their interpretation as functions on T [1]M. The difference between the two is form degree. So "an n-form of degree p" means ǫ-degree p, total degree n + p.)
A.1 Graded symplectic form and Poisson bracket
Graded Poisson brackets (−, −) of degree −p are defined to satisfy the graded antisymmetry property (f, g) = (−1) 1+(f +p)(g+p) (g, f ) (A. 13) and the graded Jacobi identity degree X = 1 − p) leaving the symplectic form ω of degree p invariant:
proven using the Euler vector field (where ϑ is the canonical symplectic potential defined above).
We can now finally state Definition 1. A dg-symplectic manifold of degree p = 0 is a graded symplectic supermanifold M with symplectic form ω of degree p and distinguished hamiltonian Θ ∈ C ∞ (M) of degree p + 1. Equivalently, it is a graded symplectic supermanifold with homological vector field X (deg X = 1, L X X = 0) that preserves the symplectic form i.e. L X ω = 0. We assume that there are no coordinates of negative degree on M. With this assumption, dg-symplectic manifolds of degree p are also known as: symplectic Lie p-algebroids [23] , NPQ-manifolds [64] , Σ p -manifolds [66] , Qp-manifolds [89] and finally L ∞ -algebroids [24] .
A.1.1 Infinitesimal automorphisms
We define an infinitesimal automorphism of a graded Poisson bracket as any vector field X on M of degree zero deriving the Poisson bracket:
This is the condition obtained by differentiating a graded Poisson algebra automorphism at the identity; accordingly, exp(X) defines a (finite) automorphism if e.g. X is nilpotent. For p = 0, 1 it is trivial to prove that all infinitesimal automorphisms X are inner:
, then massage the first term with (A.11)).
A.1.2 Explicit coordinate expressions
We write the symplectic form ω as
from which follows the symmetry property 
This last formula might appear inconsistent with the symmetry of the Poisson bracket; however that is because ω ab does not have the same symmetry as ω ab but rather
We note however that the extra sign (−1) a+b+p vanishes in Darboux coordinates so this subtlety never comes up. For the canonical symplectic potential dϑ = −ω obtained from the Euler vector field we get
All constructions considered in this paper have even symplectic forms and so the form of ω is near-universal. We use the Poisson brackets
(where some or all of the ζ, ζ α terms are absent depending on the case)
(type IIB construction in this paper):
(M-theory construction in this paper):
A.2 The associated differential graded Lie algebra and L ∞ -algebra For any dg-symplectic manifold M of degree p as above (but not necessarily nonnegatively graded), the space C ∞ (M) has a natural dgLa structure after a reflection in degree: the space of functions of degree n on M C ∞ n (M) is identified with the subspace L p−n of degree (p − n) in the dgLa L. The Poisson bracket is then identified with the Lie bracket and (A.13) and (A.14) express the graded antisymmetry and super Jacobi identities respectively. The Lie bracket is degree zero in the new grading since
The differential Q is identified with X Θ which is degree -1 on L.
As was pointed out in [23] ,
For any dg-symplectic manifold M one gets a canonically associated L ∞ -algebra structure on the space of functions of degrees n < p.
This follows from the result in the note [32] (which is equivalent to the earlier [33] ) which associates an L ∞ -algebra to any dgLa L, constructed from the positively-graded subspace ⊕L m>0 . Here the dgLa where this comes from is the one associated to the dg-symplectic manifold M in the previous paragraph. If M is non-negatively graded as is the case for the constructions in this paper we in fact obtain an L p -algebra (an L ∞ -algebra where L p+n is zero for n > 0). Unfortunately a straightforward proof of the proposition which does not otherwise rely on brutal calculations seems to be unavailable. To exhibit said L ∞ -algebra we first give the definition in the convention of [32] :
Definition 3. An L ∞ -algebra is a graded vector space L with n-ary graded symmetric linear operators {. . . } (so {a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n } ∈ L ∀a 1 , a 2 . . . a n ∈ L), all of degree −1, satisfying the following k-th Jacobi rule for all k ≥ 0:
where (−1) ε(π) is the usual graded symmetric sign: a π1 a π2 . . . a π k+1 = (−1) ε(π) a 1 a 2 . . . a k+1 .
In the above definition, and in most of the literature, L ∞ -algebras have no 0-ary bracket. where the sum is over all permutations π and (−1) ε is as in the previous sum; B n≥0 are the Bernoulli numbers 1, −1/2, 1/6, 0, . . . , vanishing for odd i ≥ 3. (NB that Qa − {a} is nonzero, but only for deg a = 1).
For the L ∞ -algebra L associated to a dg-symplectic manifold of degree p this simply says that the n-ary brackets always take the form . . . (Θ, A) , f 1 . . . , f n−1 where A is a function of degree p − 1. In the context of the exceptional generalised geometry constructions of this paper such expressions are interpreted as bullet products of the form L A f 1 • f 2 • · · · • f n−1 , where L A f 1 is the generalised Lie derivative of f 1 ; all elements of such L live in the tensor hierarchy.
B AKSZ topological field theory
The AKSZ construction [64] associates to a graded symplectic supermanifold M of degree p as in the previous section a field theory describing a closed topological p-brane embedded in M. One constructs a solution S to the Batalin-Vilkovisky master equation For any form on the target space M one obtains a form on the space of fields Maps(T [1]Σ, M) (at least if certain analytic assumptions are invoked; we will ignore such issues as is customary in this context). This is called the "transgression" procedure in the mathematical literature on the AKSZ sigma model whereas in physics it has been used before (see e.g. [90] ) with no name at all. For the symplectic form ω = dz a ω ab dz b /2 on M we get Ω := Check: this expression is of degree zero so the hamiltonian vector field ( (−1) ap dz a ϑ a ,- 7 The promotion of f to a BV superfield involving the coefficient functions f i for i = deg f (which carry intrinsic nonzero ghost number) might seem strange. The reason is explained in the proof of Proposition 2.8 of [28] which defines the space Maps(T [1]Σ, M) which is the correct definition of the space of fields. In short: if one wants Maps({point}, M) to be the same as M one needs the ghosts. 8 Of course M also has an exterior derivative which we also denoted d. Hopefully it is clear which is which. To get to the second line we used integration by parts (recall Σ is assumed closed). The third line follows from the second using dϑ = d(ϑ a dz a ) = −ω = −dz a ω ab dz b /2 on M (NB the symmetry (A.27) of ω ab under a ↔ b). Let us write down the BV master action for the AKSZ sigma model. Since the hamiltonian for d is the one containing any derivatives one might as well call it the "kinetic" part S kin of the action, and call the hamiltonian for (Θ, −) the "potential" part S pot . The AKSZ master action is S = S kin − (−1) p+1 S pot , S kin = (−1) 
